Diamond Alignment
Instructions for getting the most out of your Diamond-charged Art
Wherever it is placed, the Diamond-Activated Image brings Diamond Joy,
Equanimity and Clarity into the environment … raising the vibration of the
space and everyone and everything in it. The Diamond Energy being emanated
will gently clear that which is not in alignment with your Highest Potential and
magnetize that which is in alignment with your Highest Potential.
1. Track your changes. Notice how you feel before you walk into your newly
Diamond-charged environment and then how you feel immediately after
walking into the space, after being in the space for a few hours, and after having
the Diamond-Activated Image in your space for a few days. Keep a journal of
the changes that you feel, as well as the Magic and Miracles that occur in your
Diamond Energy field.
2. Stay in the Spirit of Gratitude and Appreciation. This will increase your awareness
of the effects of the Diamond emanation in your space, sensitize you to the
Magic and Miracles that are occurring and enhance your ability to receive them.
3. Amplify your Diamond Vibration by consistently doing the online 6-minute
Diamond Alignment Activations daily (twice a day is optimum) to:
♦ Maintain Alignment with your Diamond Self (Your Highest Good manifests
much more quickly when you are in this Alignment)
♦ Re-state your Unequivocal “YES” to your Highest Potential
♦ Expand your openness to receive the gifts that your Diamond
Consciousness has for you
4. Use your Diamond-Activated Image to “power boost” the manifestation
of your Higher Heart’s intentions. Write your intention on the back of a Diamond
Alignment Intention Card (available in the online Diamond store). Place the card
in front of the Diamond Image to focus the Diamond Energy’s flow directly into
your intention until it has manifested. Align the vertical beams on the Activated
Image and your Intention Card.
Declare once a day, “I am open to receive my Heart’s desire and celebrate it as so.”

